
 

 

Water Exploration: 
Remote Sensing Approaches 

EXERCISE 2: DISCRIMINATING DIFFERENT MINERALS 

Either print the PDF or view it in Adobe Acrobat Reader with the width of the display window 
reduced so that you can view the text with least interference with TNTmips windows.   

Exercise 2 should take between 6 to 10 hours for someone who has completed Exercise 1 

Important tip: You should never expect to appreciate all the geological and hydrogeological 
clues provided by any kind of image at first viewing: examine and interpret the data over 
several ‘sittings’ to become thoroughly familiar with every aspect of the terrain and its spectral 
features 

Remote sensing cannot produce geological maps of the same kind as those resulting from 
fieldwork and petrographic study of hand specimens. Instead, it differentiates rocks and soils 
from the proportions of a limited range of minerals that occur in the top few micrometres of 
exposures: very often the products of chemically weathering that no longer retain all their 
original component minerals. 

Obviously, the limited resolution of remotely sensed images cannot directly indicate the features 
that are primarily used in subdividing rocks: the crystallinity of igneous and metamorphic rocks 
and the randomness or alignment of minerals that occur in them; or the granularity of 
sedimentary rocks. Remote sensing, however, expands human perception to cover a far wider 
spectrum of radiation than does human vision: it can discriminate materials that make up the 
land surface and in some cases identify them. Yet, of the thousands of different minerals that 
have been catalogued, relatively few account individually for more than 10% of any rock’s 
composition. The lesser minerals that help assess metamorphic conditions or the chemical 
characteristics of different igneous rocks cannot be uniquely detected remotely, either because 
their spectra are similar to those of more common minerals or they make up only a tiny 
proportion of a rock. The spectral features of even the most distinctive mineral may be 
swamped by those of more common rock constituents when it comprises less that 5 to 10% of 
fresh surface exposures. In contrast, as you have seen in Chapters 2 and 5, even thin, surface 
veneers of chemical weathering products may have a profound effect on the spectra of rocks 
and soils that might be expected from their fresh mineral constituents.  

Geological interpretation of digital images has to blend mineralogical information based on 
spectral features with the large-scale features that images express – relief, drainage, various 
kinds of patterns and textures – and the stratigraphic relationships covered in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Figure 2.12 and 2.15 show the spectra that can be used to create digital images of different 
kinds to express the presence of several rock-forming minerals in a qualitative way. The 
simplest of these is the selection of bands in threes to use as red, green and blue components of 
colour images (Exercise 1). 



Various factors affect the usefulness of the 3-band approach: each image is limited to the 
spectral effects of just 3 bands, necessitating comparison of several images; high albedo quartz 
and feldspars, or highly absorbent materials like sulfides, manganese hydroxides and organic 
carbon have flat spectra that may swamp the spectral features of other minerals; the spectral 
effects of vegetation and very thin, iron-rich weathered veneers likewise may dominate simple 
3-band images. Three more complicated approaches serve to express more of the information 
available in multiband remotely sensed data. The simplest focuses on expressing shapes in 
spectra by using arithmetic combinations of bands (Section E2.1), the next by analysing the 
statistical relationships in multi-band data by recasting them as principal components (Section 
E2.2). The third attempts to assess how well the multiband data for each pixel in a digital image 
match the known spectra of materials recast into the specific bands sensed by an instrument. 
This approach is not covered in these Exercises, but see TNTmips tutorials Hyperspectral 
Imaging hyprspec.pdf and Analysing Hyperspectral Images hypanly.pdf (the tools described 
there can be used with the ASTER reflectance data for the various test areas associated with the 
Exercises). 

A 1000 x 1000 sub-scene in a semi-arid part of Utah, USA, stereo anaglyphs of which you met 
in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.1, forms the focus for this exercise. The Utah folder (C:\data\Utah) 
contains Project files Utah_ETM.rvc and Utah_ASTER_Refl.rvc containing the image data 
that you will use. Project file Utah_geology.rvc contains a digitised extract from the Utah 
Geological Survey regional geological map in the form of a vector object. The colour coding of 
broad stratigraphic units on that map corresponds to that on the stratigraphic column 
(Utah_Geology_Key.jpg reproduced as Figure E2.6), which shows greater detail of lithologies 
in each formation: a good guide to checking what the ETM and ASTER images reveal. 

Before proceeding, use TNTmips Main/Display to examine the bands in Utah_ETM.rvc 
individually and then the three important ETM 3-band RGB images 321, 432 and 742 (Normalize 
contrast), perhaps experimenting with including band5 in an RGB combination, such 531 or 754.  

Tip: Remember to select a Normalized contrast stretch for each of the red, green and blue 
components, if TNTmips doesn’t do that automatically. 

E2.1 Arithmetic combinations 

The most useful arithmetic combination of bands are: ratios of two bands that express the 
contrast between those bands in a spectrum; more complex combinations that express the 
contrast between one band and the two neighbouring bands on either side. The first is useful for 
multispectral data with broad bands, such as Landsat ETM+. Data with several narrow bands 
covering a critical region of the EM spectrum, such as the SWIR bands of ASTER, permit the 
more sophisticated, second approach – relative band depth (Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1) that 
exploits sharp spectral absorption features associated with particular materials. 

E2.1.1 Band ratios 

Because all the reflected bands used by Landsat ETM+ are broad, their response to the 
complexities of actual spectra is muted, as shown by Figure E2.1. Most of the main 
distinguishing features do not show up in the spectra when they have been resampled to 
express just the band centres of ETM+ data (thin lines on Figure E2.1). Examples of this 
oversimplification are the close similarity of the spectrum shapes of amphibole, chlorite and 
epidote produced by ETM+ (Figure E2.1b), and those of calcite, muscovite and kaolinite (Figure 
E2.1c). The three main iron colorants (Figure E2.1a) do retain substantial spectral differences 
from other minerals and one another. 



 



 
Figure E2.1 Spectra from Figure 2.12 with added thin lines showing them resampled to 

Landsat TM bands. Figures from Andrews Deller 2006; 2012. 

All that most of the ETM+ spectra show are segments with different gradients, which can be 
expressed by ratios between the two bands involved. For instance, high band3/band2 and 
band5/band4 ratios for iron minerals (Figure E2.1a) are distinct from those shown by minerals 
in Figure E2.1c, but overlap with those for other minerals in Figure E2.1b. SWIR absorption 
features of calcite, muscovite and kaolinite produce low values of the ETM+ band7/band5 ratio. 
However, those of the minerals in Figure E2.1b do not show up in the ETM+ spectra. Jarosite 
(Figure E2.1a) would show a low band7/band5 ratio together with a high band5/band4 ratio, 
and is the only common mineral that may be uniquely distinguished using ETM data – its strong 
NIR absorption shows up in ETM+ band4, whereas the smaller NIR absorptions of hematite and 
goethite do not. Vegetation spectra (Figure E2.2) are so distinct that using any ETM+ ratio 
should readily distinguish vegetated areas from most types of rock and bare soil on false-colour 
ratio images designed for geological discrimination. 

 
Figure E2.2 Spectra of green vegetation and water compared with that of dry soils 

https://h2oexplore.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/f2_12.jpg


We will try the three ratios mentioned above: ETM 3/2, 5/4 and 7/5. 

 Select Image/Calculation from the TNTmips main menu bar, which opens the Raster 
Calculation window. 

 Keeping Group as Algebraic, select Operation Divide using the pull down. This uses C = 
A/B x Scale Factor to calculate the ratio, where A is the numerator band and B the 
denominator. Leave the Scale Factor as 1. 

 Change the Raster Type in the Output pane to 32-bit floating-point. 
 Click the Rasters button then navigate to Utah_ETM.rvc and open the file. Enter band3 

as A and band2 as B (Figure E3.3). 

 
Figure E2.3 TNTmips Raster Calculation window 

 Now click the Run button, which opens the Select output raster window – make sure it 
is in folder Utah (Figure E2.4). 



 
Figure E2.4 TNTmips Select output raster window (create new project file) 

 You first need to create a New File Name to contain the results: enter 
Utah_ETM_ratios and click on Create File.  

 TNTmips suggests calling the output object Quotient (Figure E2.5)., but use a more 
memorable name like RA32 and keep the same kind of name for other ratios that you 
produce. 

 
Figure E2.5 TNTmips Select output raster window (create new raster object) 



 Repeat the procedure to create 5/4 and 7/5 ratios. 

Spend some time displaying the 3 ratios as RGB images to see how different object orders 
appear. I have found that the RGB order 5/4, 3/2, 7/5 is generally the most useful. 

E2.1.2 Refining a regional geological map 

Clear the View window of your previous work and load the Utah ETM+ 321, 742 and 5/4-3/2-
7/5 RGB images (Normalize contrast), with their DataTips disabled (right click on image name 
and click off Enable DataTip). Then select the Stereo tool and load srtm from Utah_DEM.rvc: 
you will find turning stereo on and off during this exercise useful for visualising dip and 
stratigraphic position of different strata. Select Options/Stereo Settings and change Relative 
depth scale to 10.0, which reduces relief exaggeration. 

Select Vector from the Add Layer button   then navigate to and open Utah_geology.rvc 
to load the vector object Geology with its DataTips enabled. The vector map shows just the 
boundaries between the main stratigraphic units in Figure E2.6, but see later. When you move 
the cursor slowly across the map from division to division Unit symbols, such as K1, Tr1 etc, 
will appear in the DataTip and the boundary of the division you are indicating will become 
highlighted in yellow. You can now use the ✓buttons to turn each image on or off so that you 
can compare them with the map to see what colours correspond to which stratigraphic units. 
Figure E2.6 is a stratigraphic legend for the map extract with a standard graphic log that shows 
variations in sedimentary lithologies in each of the Units on the geological map. The Unit 
symbols K1, Tr1 etc appear in the second column from left together with their colour coding. 



 
Figure E2.6 Mesozoic and Cenozoic stratigraphy of the Utah test area 

The most obvious feature of the ETM+ images is that they show far more textural and colour 
divisions than the regional geological map shows actual stratigraphic units. 

Tip: To see a version of the geological map with colours that correspond to Figure E2.6, right 



click on vector Geology and select Controls/Polygons tab. Use the Style pull-down to change 
the option to ASSIGNED STYLES and press Apply. The map colours are best viewed with 
stereo disabled. Change the Style back to All Same after you have looked at the coloured map 
so you can see the images in comparison with Unit boundaries. 

Most of the lithological boundaries on the map roughly follow topographic features and/or colour 
boundaries on the images – this is best shown with stereo enabled as the boundaries are also 
shown in 3-D. Some boundaries are misplaced – note the Tertiary intrusives (Ti) in the NW 
quadrant. The alluvium and colluvium units Qa and Qao seems to have been arbitrarily drawn –  
nearby areas outside the mapped units often show the same features on the images. Superficial 
sediments are notoriously difficult to map accurately, and usually the geologist limits their 
mapped extent to where she considers them to be thicker than a few metres. Most noticeably 
there are many clear boundaries on the images, both in terms of colour and relief that separate 
unmapped units with different properties. Some of the boundaries separate lesser subdivisions 
on Figure E2.6. 

In the SE quadrant several prominent mesas and an older unit, whose outcrop encloses the 
mesa forming unit and an intervening less resistant one, show as bright red on the colour-ratio 
image, yellow grey on the natural-colour image and pink on the 742 image. These subunits are 
situated within the Cretaceous K2 unit (Mancos Shale). The resistant sub unit forming the mesas 
is clearly high in the K2 succession and corresponds to the Emery Sandstone Member shown on 
Figure 2.6. Another resistant unit within K2, with a similar appearance on the images to the 
mesas, occurs at a slightly deeper stratigraphic level: probably the Ferron Sandstone. These two 
are separated by the less resistant Blue Gate Shale, which shows distinctly on all 3 images, 
together with a lower and similar Tununk Shale at the northern limit of K2. The stratigraphic and 
image-colour observations so far are summarised in Table E2.1: 

Table E2.1 Hues in ETM+ RGB displays and associated lithologies in the K2 Mancos 
Shale unit  

K2 member 321 742 5/4 3/2 7/5 

Emery Sandstone Grey-yellow, 

mottled 
Pink with mottled 

top 
Red with mottled 

top 

Blue Gate Shale Blue-grey Dark lilac, some 

small cyan patches 

at base  

Purple 

Ferron 

Sandstone 
Grey-yellow, 

mottled 
Pink Red 

Tununk Shale Blue grey Dark lilac, some 

small cyan patches 

at base  

Purple 

Using a similar table summarise your observations for the various members that comprise the 
P1 (Permian) to K1 units and the Ti Tertiary intrusions (don’t bother with the alluvium units 
which vary according to the source of sediment). 

E2.1.3 Relative Band Depth 

Aside from simple ratios between 2 bands, Landsat ETM+ data offer no opportunities for other 
useful arithmetic operations aimed at mineral discrimination. In contrast, ASTER’s 9 reflected 
bands, especially the 5 narrow SWIR bands present an opportunity to assess the presence and 
depth of absorption features in the SWIR using the Relative Band Depth (RBD) method (Chapter 
5, Section 5.2.1).  



This section continues to use the Utah test area but switches to ASTER data in 
Utah_ASTER_Refl.rvc. First, remove all the images from the View window, except for the 
Geology vector and the stereo layer srtm. Also, click the Stereo tool icon to turn it off for the 
moment. 

You may have noted from Section E2.1.1, that ETM+ data show little, if any, evidence for the 
presence of the Carmel Formation limestone at the base of J1 (Figure E2.6). There is a thin 
shale in J1  marked by vivid cyan coloration on ETM+ 742 and by bright green on ETM+ 5/4 3/2 
7/5 image due to clay-mineral absorption of SWIR in band7. This could be the member that 
Figure E2.6 shows to lie immediately above the Carmel limestone, but there is no sign on any of 
the ETM+ images of SWIR C-O absorption by calcite in the rock beneath the shale. The C-O 
absorption is situated at the longest wavelength covered by ETM band7 (Figure E2.1c) and has 
little effect on band7, unlike the Al-OH feature of clays that lies in the middle of the band7 
range. Figure E2.7 shows the spectra of the same minerals as in Figure E2.1 resampled to the 9 
ASTER reflected bands that clearly pick out the Al-OH, Mg-OH and C-O SWIR absorptions, and 
another in ASTER band7 for which the potassium-iron sulfate jarosite is responsible. 

 
Figure E2.7 Spectra of minerals shown in Figure E2.1 resampled to ASTER bands. (a) Ca 

– calcite; Ka – kaolinite; Mu – muscovite; Qu – quartz (feldspar similar). (b) Am – 
amphibole; Bi – biotite; Ch – chlorite; Ep – epidote; Go – goethite; He – hematite; Ja – 

jarosite. From Andrews Deller (2012). 

Load the ASTER 468 image (Normalize contrast) from Utah_ASTER_Refl.rvc and check the 
colour shown by the J1 member immediately beneath the prominent shale. 

It clearly shows a yellowish coloration, corresponding to the high reflectance of calcite in ASTER 
bands 4 and band 6 and low in band 8. This confirms that it is the Carmel limestone in Figure 
E2.6. Moreover, it is the only unit in the area that shows this hue. The overlying shale is red in 
this rendition, corresponding to kaolinite (high 4, low 6 and low 8 reflectances). 

Inspection of Figure E2.7 suggests that a measure of the depth of the C-O absorption in ASTER 
band 8 compared with its adjacent bands and therefore the proportion of calcite present in a 
pixel, would be (6+9)/8, which would produce high values for calcite. A measure of the relative 
band depth of the kaolinite absorption, would be (5+7)/6 (high for kaolinite). As with ETM+ 
data, the iron minerals are likely to be well-expressed by a simple ratio between a SWIR and a 
VNIR band, such as ASTER 4/1. That would be useful in mapping sedimentary units with 
different iron contents and therefore visible colours (see Figure 5.1, which happens to be in this 
part of Utah). However jarosite should be uniquely discriminated from hematite and goethite by 
either (2+4)/3 or (5+8)/7.  

Relative Band Depth (RBD) images are created using two steps. For a kaolinite RBD: 

 Start Image/Calculation from the main menu bar then Select Operation/Add and 
Raster Type/32-bit floating point; 

 Choose Rasters band5 and band7 from Utah_ASTER_Refl.rvc; 

https://h2oexplore.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/fig5_1.jpg
https://h2oexplore.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/fig5_8.gif


 Run, creating a new project file Utah_ASTER_ratios.rvc and a new object name 
SUM57; 

 Change the Operation to Divide; 
 Choose SUM57 from Utah_ASTER_ratios.rvc for raster A and band6 from 

Utah_ASTER_Refl.rvc for raster B; 
 Run, creating a new object name RBD_kaolinite in Utah_ASTER_ratios.rvc. 

Follow this procedure again for a calcite RBD using (6+9)/8 and then create a simple ASTER 4/1 
ratio to express iron coloration. 

Now display the images of the three RBD combinations individually (Normalize contrast) and 
check against the Geology vector and Figure E2.6: you should find that most bright areas on 
the calcite and kaolinite RBD images do correspond to limestones and shales respectively. 
Comparing the 4/1 ratio with the ETM natural-colour image, increasing brightness corresponds 
predictably to increasing redness and thus iron-mineral content of the surface. 

Together, the three band combinations contain information from 7 of the 9 ASTER bands. So 
displaying all three in an RGB image should be highly informative and reliable as a discriminator 
of different sedimentary facies in the stratigraphy of this part of Utah. 

To avoid potential confusion, you should now remove all the displayed layers except for the 
Geology vector map and the srtm stereo layer, then load RA41, RBD_kaolinite and RBD_calcite 
in RGB. Any order should be highly colourful, so for comparison load ASTER RA41, RBD_calcite 
and RBD_kaolinite in RGB. (You could look at other RGB combinations later.) 

Using the Geology vector map and the detailed stratigraphy in Figure E2.6, make notes on the 
colours expressed by each Formation that you can distinguish.  

 Is the Carmel Formation limestone distinct? 
 Is it possible to distinguish all the shales in the exposed Jurassic and Cretaceous Units? 
 Would it be possible to map all the major sandstone formations? 
 There are narrow areas of cyan on the RBD colour image. What surface features do they 

relate to? 

Comments: 

The Carmel Formation limestone appears in magenta on the RA41, RBD_kaolinite, 
RBD_calcite image, and in lemon-yellow on the ASTER RA41, RBD_calcite and 
RBD_kaolinite combination. The second combination distinguishes it more clearly from 
the underlying Navajo Sandstone (orange and red on both RBD combinations). No other 
limestones appear in the area, but in the first combination it may be confused with the 
Tertiary intrusions (Ti)  

The prominent Carmel Formation shale appears in green on the RA41, RBD_kaolinite, 
RBD_calcite image, and in purple on the RA41, RBD_calcite RBD_kaolinite combination. 
Five major Jurassic to Cretaceous shale units shown by Figure E2.6 can be picked out 
most easily by their green colouration on the first combination. They show as various 
shades of magenta, purple and blue on the second. 

The sandstone units seem to be the most iron-rich formations, at least as regards the 
colour of their exposed surfaces, and five of them show up clearly as red to orange on 
both images. 

All the cyan areas coincide with areas of deep shadow irrespective of the mapped surface 
geology. Spurious values for arithmetic combinations that involve division often occur in 
shadow areas because the radiance from shadows in all bands is very low and often 
includes pixels with ‘noise’. 

Relief as a guide to erosional resistance is also an excellent aid in geological image 
interpretation, but band-ratioing procedures tend either to obscure the shadows that give cues 
to relief, or to express them in spurious ways (both drawbacks can be judged from the two RBD 
images). Using stereo with images that lack distinct information on solar shadowing often does 



not work. A better way of restoring a sense of relief is to use the Red-Green-Blue-Intensity 
(RGBI) option offered by TNTmips on the Add Layer/Raster pull-down menu. 

Try that using one or other of the RBD combinations using ASTER band 3 for Intensity. 

As well as highlighting the resistant limestone and sandstone units, and the mesas and buttes 
formed by Tertiary intrusions (Ti), it removes the spurious appearance of shadows. Yet it still 
retains the excellent range of lithologically distinct hues. Moreover, if you turn on the Stereo 
tool much of the colour is still retained: clearly an excellent backdrop for adding detail to the 
small-scale USGS geological map of Utah. 

Figure E2.6 shows that the stratigraphy of this part of Utah includes many sandstone members. 
You might find it interesting to see how each of them is expressed using ASTER bands 14 12 10 
in RGB (Utah_ASTER_TIR.rvc). 

E2.2 Principal components 

Principal components analysis is outlined in Section 5.2.2. In the context of remote sensing it 
recasts closely correlated band data into values of uncorrelated variables projected on axes of 
best fit through the multi-dimensional data. The first principal component axis (PC_1) is the 
best linear fit through all the data, which accommodates much of the variance in all the bands of 
highly correlated data. PC_2 is the linear fit through the remaining ‘cloud’ of data not 
accommodated by PC_1 (see Figure 5.14), and similarly for increasingly higher-order PCs. 
Progressively less and less variance remains to be accounted for until all is accommodated by 
the same number of PCs as there are input bands (Table 5.1). 

Data in bands that are affected by common spectral features, such as the ‘red edge’ in 
vegetation spectra and various mineral absorptions in the SWIR tend to be weighted towards 
separate PCs, the degree of association being expressed by eigenvectors that show the 
contribution of all the input bands to each PC (Table 5.2). So it is possible to assess which PC(s) 
contain information relating to different materials. 

Select Image/Combine/Principal Components from the main menu bar. Load bands 1 to 9 
from Utah_ASTER_Refl.rvc. Choose 32-bit floating-point as the Output Type in the 
Principal Components window, leaving all the other settings as they are, and then click Run. 

Make sure that the Select output rasters window is open at the Utah folder. Create a New File 
Name called Utah_PCs.rvc then click the Auto-Name button, which assigns PC_1, PC_2 etc to 
the output objects. Click OK. 

When the computation has finished a Principal Components Statistics window opens. There 
are several tables in it that are accessed by scrolling, the most important being Eigenvalues 
and Associated Percentages and Eigenvectors.  

Tip: Using Save As creates an ASCII .txt file – it is useful to print a copy of the statistics to use 
in deciding which PCs contain most information about different groups of materials. 

The Eigenvalues are effectively the amounts that have been accommodated by each PC axis of 
the entire variance in the 9 ‘dimensions’ of raw data. Note how the percentages decrease rapidly 
from a maximum in PC_1 to very small values in PCs 6 to 9. The reason for the high value for 
PC_1 is the strong correlation between all the ASTER VNIR and SWIR bands, due to albedo 
variations that affect all of them. (The Correlation Matrix shows the high interband correlation 
clearly.) 

The Eigenvector matrix is crucial in deciding which PC contains information relating to different 
types of mineral. Eigenvector values may be positive or negative. The following questions should 
guide you through the significance of the eigenvectors, which indicate the ‘loading’ of every 
band in each PC. 

First clear the View except for Geology and srtm, then load all PCs as single rasters (Normalize 
contrast). Right click on the name PC_1 and select Image Band Correlation as in E1.7.3. You 
will be asked to select rasters to correlate – choose all in Utah_PCs.rvc. The function plots 

https://h2oexplore.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/fig5_14.jpg


each PC against the others and colour-codes the packing density of pixels on the plots. Note 
that it only creates plots for the first 6 PCs (Figure E2.8). You will need to enlarge the Image 
Band Correlation window to see details 

 
Figure E2.8 Bivariate plots of the first 6 PCs 

These bivariate plots of PCs are significantly different from those for the ASTER bands, 
occupying more of the space in each plot through which no single line of best fit can be 
constructed: they are decorrelated. This is in marked contrast to similar plots between bands 
that are highly correlated (See Chapter 5, Figure 5.13a). In this case, the plots involving PC_6 
all show a marked linear cluster away from the main distribution of pixels. This occurs when a 
single, distinct spectral feature dominates a PC, in this case PC_6 has a high contribution from 
the unique spectrum of vegetation (see below). Lesser deviations occur in some other plots, 
suggesting that several spectral features are contributing to the PCs. 

Now add an ASTER 321 RGB raster for reference. That shows vegetation unmistakeably as 
bright red where it is dense, ranging through shades of pink for increasingly sparse cover 

 There is a well-vegetated drainage low in the SE quadrant. Which PCs show a strong 
contrast between this and the rest of the scene? What bands have relatively high 
eigenvector values, irrespective of sign (i.e. >0.2 and <-0.2) in each of these PCs? 
Which PC is likely to be the best discriminator of vegetation? 

Comment:  

The area is very dark on PC_3, but so too are other areas that have little, if any vegetation 
cover. (Bands 1, 2 and 3 have high eigenvectors for PC_3.) PC_4 is similar, but different 
unvegetated areas from those in PC_3 are also dark. (Bands 4, 8 and 9 have high 
eigenvectors for PC_4.) The vegetated area is bright on PC_6, fading over pinkish areas on 



the 321 image. (Bands 1, 2, 3, 5 and 9 have high eigenvectors for PC_6, with 2 and 3 >0.6 
and <-0.6 respectively.) PC_7 is bright over the dense vegetation but its response to the 
pinkish areas of sparse plant cover is variable. Eigenvector values in PC_7 are high for bands 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 but the image is very ‘noisy’, as is the case for PCs 8 and 9. PC_6, 
although noisy, seems to be strongly ‘loaded’ with information about vegetation from bands 
2 and 3, i.e. those defining the ‘red edge’. 

 For the purposes of geological mapping are there any PCs that can be discarded? Which 
offer the best opportunities for distinguishing different rock types? 

Comment:  

PCs 7, 8 and 9 show little information about surface materials and are noisy so can be 
discarded, as might PC_6 since it is dominated by spectral features of vegetation, but it 
may be useful in detecting spring lines if they are present. PC_1 has positive and high 
eigenvector values for all bands: more useful for terrain and albedo information than 
lithological discrimination. PC_2 has negative eigenvectors for VNIR but positive for 
SWIR. It picks out shales in darker tones, but has no significantly contrasted loading for 
band 6. PC_3 is strongly loaded by bands 1, 2 and 3 only, which may be related to iron 
content. PC_4 has high eigenvector values for bands 4, 8 and 9, which may relate to 
limestones. PC_5 has high loadings for SWIR bands 5 to 9 relating to both clays and 
calcite. Therefore, PCs 3, 4 and 5 seem most promising for geological interpretation. 

Once you have decided on answers to the two sets of questions reveal the Comments by 
highlighting the blanks in the text. 

Having made a selection of the three most informative PCs select an RGB order and display 
them as an RGBI image, using PC_1 to control intensity: this will add albedo variation and 
topographic information from shadowing to the spectral content of the 3 chosen PCs. This 
produces another highly colourful image to complement the RA41, RBD_kaolinite, RBD_calcite, 
band3 RGBI image. 

 Compare the two RGBI images commenting on the extent to which they show 
stratigraphic units (Figure E2.6) 

Comment: 

Although both discriminate known areas of limestone and shale and highlight the 
sandstone formations, depending on the RGB order of the chosen PCs it is possible to 
distinguish Jurassic shales from those of Cretaceous age. Also, PC-based images suggest 
further lithological division in the upper members of Unit J1 than appears on Figure E2.6 

It seems that images based on bands, ratioing and PCs, designed using spectral information, all 
offer something useful for geological mapping. However, in the absence of a geological map or 
field information, PC-based images are more difficult to interpret.  

To fully appreciate underlying geology in unmapped and unvisited areas it is important to build 
up a geological ‘model’ for an area to be tested later by field visits. Such modelling should start 
with the simplest observations from geomorphological and textural information, then by 
combining spectral clues from more complex kinds of image. Also worth remembering is that 
exposure is never 100% so geological ‘rules’ of continuity have to be applied when trying to 
trace and map bedrock lithological boundaries. 
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